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Abstract

Cyber-physical systems (CPSes) - complex networks of computational
nodes, sensors and actuators - take a signi�cant role in our everyday lives.
Most of them are directly responsible for human lives; thus, guaranteeing
their adherence to strict safety and security speci�cations is of utmost im-
portance.

On one hand, the job of the implementor can be made less error-prone by
programming these systems in a domain-speci�c language tailored for such
applications. On the other hand, the completed software can be automatically
checked whether it is correct with respect to its aforementioned speci�cation.

A novel approach is the use of cyber-physical work�ows; work�ows that
not only have a discrete nature (as business work�ows have), but also a
continous nature (as physical processes have).

Pέα is a language that supports this paradigm. The basic building block
is the �task�: units of work that run for some time and give a result, but, while
running, might also have an externally observable �unstable value�. Primitive
tasks can then be used to construct complex ones through combinators - which
simply are parametric tasks.

In this paper, we propose a method to model check cyber-physical work-
�ows written in Pέα.

At the core of our solution lies software transformation: the aim is to
translate Pέα code to the PROcess MEta LAnguage (PROMELA), which,
in turn, can automatically be checked using proven 3rd party software. To
accomplish this, we specify the precise meaning of Pέα's language elements
in terms of the primitive constructs used for describing generic concurrent
software in PROMELA.
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